
Welcome to the residence 
Préparc 

The residence is ideally situated in the 
6th arrondissement of Lyon and is 
located within 5 minutes walk from the 
Parc de la Tête d’Or.

There are many local shops and 
amenities close by.

A resident warden is on site 24/7.



The room 

 Bedding is provided.

 The room is cleaned every two weeks 
(included in the rent).

 The studio comes with its own bathroom.

 There is a launderette in the building 
(payment required).



The kitchenette

 It comes equipped with :

▪ a fridge 

▪ electric hobs

▪ a sink 

▪ an extractor.



The bathroom



How to get to the residence from Saint-Exupery airport
1. Take the RhôneExpress tramway. 

https://www.rhonexpress.fr/presentation/?rub_code=81 
You can buy your ticket online in advance, it is usually cheaper.

2. Get off at the Vaulx-en-Velin-La Soie stop. (approx. 20 minutes)

3. Take the metro A (direction Perrache).

4. Get off the metro at Charpennes Charles Hernu (approx. 10 
minutes).

5. Walk around to the Préparc residence (approx. 2 minutes).

https://www.rhonexpress.fr/presentation/?rub_code=81


How to get to the residence from the Perrache 
SNCF railway station

1. Take the métro A (direction 
Vaulx-en-Velin La soie).

2. Get off at Charpennes Charles Hernu 
(approx. 10 minutes).

3. Walk to the Préparc residence. (approx. 2 
minutes)



How to get to the residence from Lyon-Part-Dieu SNCF railway 
station

1. Take the metro B (direction Charpennes).

2. Get off at Charpennes Charles Hernu 
(approx. 5 minutes).

3. Walk to the Préparc residence (approx. 2 
minutes).



Pick-up
For your comfort, we offer a pick up service

– From the airport of TGV Lyon-St-Exupéry station : 100€
– From a Lyon SNCF railway station : 50€

Brigitte will be waiting for you in her taxi at the station or the airport and she will take you straight 

to the residence. 

Please do not hesitate to contact us for more information.



How to get to Inflexyon (1)

1. Take the T1 tramway (direction Debourg).

2. Get off at Sainte-Blandine (approx. 25 minutes).

3. Walk to 48 Rue Quivogne (Inflexyon). (see next page)



How to get to Inflexyon (2)



Useful information
INFLEXYON
48 rue Quivogne
69002 Lyon

+33 478 397 702

contact@inflexyon.com

Reception is open from 08:30 to 09:00 
(from Monday to Friday)

www.inflexyon.fr 

Résidence Le Préparc
2 rue des émeraudes
69006 LYON 

+33 4 78 24 35 70

https://www.residence-preparc.com/
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http://www.inflexyon.fr/
https://www.residence-preparc.com/

